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Welcome
to your

French liner
specialist

ALBON has been providing unique expertise in manufacturing pool liners, reinforced membranes and
pool covers for over 30 years. Over 160,000 pools are equipped with liners or protections manufactured
by us. Every year, 2 million m2 are produced in our factory, but each product is unique!

So let's get going!

You have decided on the pool's shape and its location. But you know that the choice of covering also
determines the overall appearance of your pool over the long term. Better not to leave anything
to chance.
This document will help you make your choice from the many ALBON solutions. Quality, bottom
colours, wall colours, visual appearance with water, and friezes, etc. Let yourself be inspired by the
next few pages and take advice from your swimming pool manufacturer.
Made-to-measure, your ALBON liner will be the object of focus throughout its manufacturing
process. Several quality controls are carried out right up to its packaging. For your utmost satisfaction.

is a unique process that aims to meet your
need for difference. Every year, Albon innovates by offering
exclusive frieze and liner colours that are perfectly in line with
your outside space design and decoration trends.
Drawing on excellent product and market expertise, our
teams develop new patterns, always with Albon quality.
When browsing through the pages, you will see
the symbol showing that the colour in question is
exclusively created by Albon and can't be found
anywhere else.

Enjoy swimming in your pool with its ALBON liner!
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Classic

The liner designed specifically for in-ground swimming pools.
The Albon Classic range offers you a choice of 75/100th
thick liners to customise your pool and make it watertight.
It is available in a choice of 9 colours which can be matched
with one of the 20 friezes.
A safe solution to make your pool watertight

White

Marbled Blue

Pale Blue

France-Blue

Mosaic Blue

Tropical

Caraïbes Green

Sable

Grey

White

Pale Blue

Membrane compliant with the NF EN 15836-1 standard.

10 years sheets and welds...
(5 full years and 5 degressive years),

at the lowest costs.

Celsius

Specifications 

...in water at a constant 28 °C.

Our Classic liners have
successfully passed
resistance tests
STEARIX for stains ,
TABER for abrasion ,

High quality liners, a reference for modern pools.

France-Blue

Sable

Grey

Anthracite

Celsius is a top-quality 75/100th thick liner designed to
meet the highest requirements: water temperatures of up
to 33°C, tolerance to a water treatment system that may
result in high chlorination, etc.
Celsius has a PVC formulation that improves its
performances over all main criteria.
It is particularly recommended for pools that are heated or
covered with a slatted cover or bar cover.
It is available in a choice of 11 colours which can be
matched with one of the 20 friezes.
The Celsius liner is a guarantee of quality and longevity.

SIDE

It is recommended by most swimming

Specifications 
Membrane compliant with the NF EN 15836-1 standard.

10

full years sheets and welds...

...in water at a constant 33 °C ...,

3 years dimensional stability,

Our Celsius liners have
successfully passed
resistance tests
STEARIX for stains ,
TABER for abrasion ,
ERICHSEN for scratches

.

...and 2.5 ppm of chlorine.

pool professionals.
Electric Blue

White Calacatta Marble

Golden Riviera

Ecrin

Opaline
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Premium
White

Pale Blue

Marine

Very high performance liner,

Sable

Safari

even more resistant to aggressions and pool temperature rises.
The Premium liner is a concentration of the best
technologies in swimming pool liner manufacturing.
75/100th thick, coated with several layers of reinforced
varnish of which the components impregnate not only the
surface but also the material, the Premium liner meets the
highest requirements for complete peace of mind.
It is especially recommended for pools covered with a
shelter or for indoor swimming pools.
A choice of 9 colours that can be matched with one of the
20 friezes.
Exclusive equipment that has the advantage of
the best guarantees.

Écume

Grey

Anthracite

Pale Blue

Sable

Membrane compliant with the NF EN 15836-1 standard.

12

full years sheets and welds...

...in water at 35 °C...

(peak over 24 h, 33 °C continuously),

...4 years dimensional stability,
...and 3.0 ppm of chlorine.

Our Premium liners
have successfully passed
resistance tests
STEARIX for stains ,
TABER for abrasion ,
,
ERICHSEN scratch test
and for U.V.
.
ageing EMMAQUA

Black

Premium phthalate-free

White

Specifications 

Grey

Our active commitment to people and the planet.
High performance liner with a phthalate-free
formulation.
The Premium Aquafree liner is a turning point in pool liner
production. It has all the advantages of the Premium range
but stands out by its unique phthalate-free composition.
Phthalates are plasticisers that make materials such as PVC
which are used to manufacture liners more flexible. Even
though the use of some phthalates is not controversial,
others are allegedly harmful to health.
The simple fact that phthalates are the subject of debate is
enough to put us on this path.
Compliant with the EN 71-3 standard that indicates
the requirements in terms of migration of chemicals in
products intended for children, the Premium Aquafree
liner gives professionals and consumers alike a choice.

Specifications 
Membrane compliant with the NF EN 15836-1 standard and EN 73-1
certification.

12

full years sheets and welds...

...in water at 35 °C...

(peak over 24 h, 33 °C continuously),

...4 years dimensional stability,
...and 3.0 ppm of chlorine.

Our Premium liners
have successfully passed
resistance tests
STEARIX for stains ,
TABER for abrasion ,
,
ERICHSEN scratch test
and for U.V.
.
ageing EMMAQUA
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Celsius Non-slip
White

Pale Blue

France-Blue

Sable

Pool comfort and safety.

Grey

Anthracite

The non-slip liner makes pool access safe, thanks to its
specially designed texture. ALBON non-slip is available in
CELSIUS quality and has the same benefits as the C Class.
Class C is the best score that can be assigned to a non-slip
liner according to the benchmark standard.
To assess a liner, a person walks barefoot on a slope
covered with the liner to be tested. The slope is then
covered with oil. The slope is gradually increased, and
when the person no longer feels safe, the test is stopped
and the angle of the slope is recorded. Class C is assigned
beyond 24° of inclination. The Albon non-slip liner has
been successfully assessed at 28°.
It is available in 6 colours.

Specifications 
10

full years sheets and
welds...

...in water at a constant 33 °C ...,

3 years dimensional

Membrane compliant with the
NF EN 15836-1 standard.
Our non-slip liners have successfully
passed the DIN 51097 standard and
are Class C.

stability,

...and 2.5 ppm of chlorine.
Class A: ≥ 12°

Class B: ≥ 18°

Class C: ≥ 24°

All our non-slip liners have successfully passed the
DIN 51097. They are C class and Celsius quality.

Phthalate-free Non-slip

Comfort, safety and well-being for all.
The phthalate-free non-slip liner also benefits from the
advantages of class C and has been successfully assessed
at 35°.
It has the EN 71-3 and NTF 15836-1 certification. Its
composition makes it easy to recycle.
It is available in 4 colours.

White

Pale Blue

Sable

Grey

All our non-slip liners have successfully passed the
DIN 51097. They are class C.

Specifications 
10

full years sheets and
welds...

...in water at a constant 33 °C ...,

3 years dimensional
stability,

Membrane compliant with the
NF EN 15836-1 standard and EN
73-1 certification.
Our non-slip liners have successfully
passed the DIN 51097 standard and
are Class C.

...and 2.5 ppm of chlorine.
Class A: ≥ 12°

Class B: ≥ 18°

Class C: ≥ 24°
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Friezes

An excellent way of adding an additional personal touch to your pool.

Electric Blue Frieze

Ipanéma Blue Frieze*

Oxford Grey-Blue Frieze

Mallorca Blue Frieze

Lisboa Blue Frieze

Tropical Frieze

Mosaic Blue Frieze

Opaline Frieze

Ibiza Blue Frieze*

Oxford Sable Frieze

Pompei Blue Frieze*

Génova Sable Frieze

Carthage Blue Frieze

Golden Riviera Frieze

Check out our plain product line 
Mallorca Sable Frieze*

Olympia Blue Frieze*

Carrine Frieze*

Marbled Blue Frieze

White Calacatta Marble Frieze

Also available as a frieze.

* While stocks last.

Mykonos Blue Frieze
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Classic Liners

White

Pale Blue

France-Blue

The liner designed specifically for in-ground swimming pools.

Caraïbes Green

Sable

Light Grey

Tropical

Marbled Blue

Mosaic Blue

Why not mix and match colours? 
For example: white walls and step risers / Tropical bottom and step treads.

White

Sable
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Celsius Liners

White

Pale Blue

France-Blue

High quality liners, a reference for modern pools.

Sable

Light Grey

Anthracite

Electric Blue

White
Calacatta Marble

Golden Riviera

Ecrin Opaline

Why not mix and match colours? 
For example: Anthracite Grey walls and step risers / Light grey bottom and step treads.

Golden Riviera

Anthracite Grey
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Premium Liners

White

Pale Blue

Very high-performance liner,
even more resistant to aggressions and pool temperature rises.

Marine

Sable

Safari

Écume

Light Grey

Anthracite

Black

Why not mix and match colours? 
For example: White walls and step risers / Black bottom and step treads.

Marine

Safari
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Premium Aquafree

phthalate-free liners

Premium phthalate-free liners
White

Pale Blue

Sable

Light Grey

The expression of Albon’s active commitment to people and the planet 
Unique phthalate-free composition
No exposure to phthalates.
Compliant with the EN 71-3 standard that indicates the requirements in terms of migration of chemicals in products intended for children.
Safer for children.
Better for the environment.

All the advantages of the Premium range

Multi-coat varnish
protection

Temperature
resistance

Stain
resistance

Superchlorination
resistance

Resistance to abrasion
and scratches

U.V.
resistance

Discolouration
resistance

GUARANTEE

GUARANTEE

12-year sheet and
weld guarantee

4-year dimensional
stability guarantee

Made in France
Recyclable

Light grey
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Liners Collection

What colour do you want your swimming pool water to be?
A lively decor: the colour of the water varies depending on the liner, the season, the degree of
sunshine, the environment, the orientation and the dimensions of the pool, etc., and your mood.

Using the LINER app specific to the ALBON collection,...

...you can see how our liners look
in the water,...

...add a frieze,...

...create your chosen twocolour combination.

Get the LINERS app on www.albon.net

Recommended retailer
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